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Cease-fire predicted in Lebanon
BULLETIN
BEIRUT.
Lebanon
(AP) - Palestinian
guerrillas
and
Moslem private armies look over mosl
of Lebanon Wednesday and Egypt's
official Middle East News Agency said
Lebanese Christian leaders accepted a
Synan proposal for a cease-fire.
A spokesman for the right-wing
Christian Phalange militia denied that
his side had accepted the Syrian peace
plan. The news agency reported
Moslem and Christian combatants
were expected' to sign the cease-fire
agreement today, with
the terms
calling for an equal share in Lebanon's
government for the Moslems.
BEIRUT.
I c b a n o n
( \.l*l Palestinian
guerrillas
and
Moslem private ainiies took over mosl
nl
Lebanon yesterday, squeezing
Christians
Into
■
mountainous
'one-fourth of the countr) along the
ooasl noitlt ol ttenul.
The offensive appeared timed to
stlengthen Syria's hand in mediation
efforts.
Authoritative sources in
Damascus said the Lebanese Christians

would have to agree to give Moslems
an equal share ol political power as a
prior condition to a cease-lire in the
ninc-month-old civil war that has
claimed more than 10.000 lives.
Syrian Foreign Minister Abdul
Halim Khaddam said he was optimistic
after a meeting with Christian
President Suleian Franjieh and Moslem
leaders, including Rashid Karami.
whose resignation as premier Sunday
left
the
country
without
a
government.
The Lebanese army said the
Moslems and guerrillas were aided by
.'.5OO.-4.0O0 regulars of the Palestine
Liberation Army who had crossed into
Lebanon
from
Syria.
However.
diplomatic and Palestinian sources m
Damascus said the munbei crossing
during the past several days totaled no
more
than
2.000
U.S.
State
Department
and
Israeli
military
estimates supported the lower figure.
THE GUERRILLAS took over the
key town of Chtoura astride the
Beirut-Damascus highway 30 miles

from Beirut and a side road leading to
Zahlah. A Lebanese air force base was
surrounded by guerrillas at Kulciaat.
near the Syrian border in the
northeast.
Leftist Moslem forOM attacked and
took over the municipal headquarters
in Sidon. ending any semblance of
government
authority
in
that
important southern fishing center.
They also treed prisoner* from a state
prison.
A revolutionary group, the 24th
October Movement, hacked by radical
guerrillas, took over effective control
of the northern port of Tripoli.
Lebanon's second largest city.
The IS.OOOnian government army
stayed out of
the battles, except
around Zahlah. one of ■ the last
Christian outposts in the Bckaa Valley
of eastern Lebanon, where troops
fought Moslems and Palestinians from
Syria. An army spokesman said an an
force reconnaissance plane hi ought
back photos showing scores of army
and police posts abla/e in the Bekaa
region.

A
flotilla
of private
yachts
evacuated .'.000 Christians from a
besieged coastal pocket south of
Beirut and sailed them to Jounicli in
the Christian heartland. As the yachts
sailed past Beirut. Moslems tired at
them with 50-calibci machine guns
mounted on trucks parked along a
palm tree-lined cliff road.
CENTRAL authority in Beirut
deteriorated
amidst
more heavy,
fighting, especially in the devastated
hotel and commercial district. Moslem
forces tried to push forward from (he
suburb of ChJyah to relieve two
Palestinian camps surrounded inside
the Christian sector. Anotliei Moslem
neighborhood inside Christian Beirut.
Nabaa,
battled
with
right-wing
Christian militiamen nngtiig u
The movement into Lebanon ol the
Palestine Liberation Arm) (PI Ai
regulars-trained and supplied by the
Syrian army-coincided with the new
peacemaking mission to Beirut Ivy
Syrian Foreign Minister Kli.iddain.
army Chief of Stale llikui.it Shchahi
and air force Chief Ma). Nagi Jamil.

Federal Privacy Act states standards
concerning release of student records
Editor's note: This is the last of a
three-part series on the University's
implementation
of
the
Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act of
1974.
By Renee Murawski
Staff Reporter
The University's guidelines for
implementation
of
the
family
Iducational Rights and Privacy Act of
• l'>74 include conditions undei which
student records can be released
The act. issued by the Department
of Health. Fducation and Welfare
(HEW), states that a Student's
educational record cannoi be released
without hit explicit consent.

HOWEVER, the guidelines stipulate

instances in which student consent is
not necessary for the disclosure of
information in a student's tile. These
exceptions include release;
--tor directory information,
-to tcprcscntatives of specified
government
agencies
or
stale
educational authorities.
-in connection with an application
tor. oi icceipi of. financial aid.
--to state and local officials oi
authorities to whom the information
specifically is required to be reported.
-to
organizations
conducting
studies for educational agencies in
order to improve instruction or
develop,
validate
oi
administei
predictive tests and student aid
programs.
-to accrediting organizations in

ordei lo carry out their accrediting
functions.
-in connection with an emergency,
--in compliance with a judicial
order.
-to parents of a dependent student,
and
-to school officials who have
legitimate educational interests.
WHETHER .it not a school official
has ,i legitimate educational interest
would he decided at the department oi
college level, according to Acting
Coordinator ot Student Services Boh
Arrowsmitli
"It a professor asks for information
m a college file, then the administrator
of the college in question must decide
whether lo grant or deny the request,''
Anowsmitli said,

He said that the University always
would retain the right lo decline oi
release Information except m an
instance of hididil subpoena.
If a siiideni believes thai the
University unlawfully has provided
persons with access lo his educational
file, or llial his rights undei the act
have been violated in any way, he can
issue a complaint with HEW,according
to Ariowsmiih.
ARROWSMITH said thai if the
department rules In favot of ihc
student, sanctions will he applied lo
(he University. The ultimate sanction
would be lo withhold federal funds.
Most institutions would lake steps
lo answer the Student's charge lalhei
than risk sanction, according to
Ariowsmiih.

Seven-year-old Kevin Stock, a student at (rim Klcmentan
School, took advantage (if his school's closing due to the heaxv
snowfall yesterday to earn a little spending money b\ shmelinc
walks in his neighborhood. (Newspholo by Lance Wynnl

Life program to reevaluate abortion decision
By Kevin McCray
Staff Reporter
' Three years ago today the United
Stales
Supreme
Court
granted
American women the right to have
medical abortions during the first six
months of pregnancy.

r

Weather
Mostly cloudy and cold today
with a chance of snow. High
today in the middle to lower 20s.
Partly cloudy and continued cold
tonight and tomorrow. Low
tonight zero to 10 above. High
tomorrow in the upper 20s.
Chance of snow 50 per cent today
and 20 per cent tonight.

Repercussions of that decision were
sounded immediately. They still arc
being heard today.
Foundation I'm Life of Toledo will
hold a program tonight observing the
anniversary of the Supreme (ourl
decision. The free public program,
entitled "Time of Reassessment." will
be at 7 p.m. in the Toledo Masonic
Auditorium. 4645 Heatherdowns Blvd.
It is scheduled lo last two hours.
THE MAIN speaker will be Dr.
Mildred Jefferson, who is the president
of the National Right to Life
Committee.
In the scven-to-two vote of the
court three years ago. Justice Harry
Blackmun wrote a 72-page majority
opinion supported by legal, as well as
medical, religious and philosophical
references.
Blackmun wrote that while a

pregnant woman does not have an
"absolute constitutional light to an
abortion <m her demand," the state
cannot Interfere With the judgment of
the woman and her doctor in the
pregnancy's fits! thice mouths.
Justices By inn White and William
Rehnquist differed with the majority
position.
WHITE SAID of the ruling. "The
court
apparently
values
the
convenience of the pregnant mother
more than the continued existence and
development of the life or potential
life which she carries."
James
Vorcll.
director
of
Foundation for Life, said tonight's
activities will be centered around a
review of the Supreme Court ruling
and its implications.
Last night the Toledo Area Pro-Life

Organization sponsored J candlelight
vigil in front of the Monroe Street
abortion clinic in Toledo.
A member of the organization's
board. Dorothy Radon, said her group
has been picketing the clinic every
Tuesday and Saturday since May.
"Our aim is to have it (the clinic I
closed some way or another." Radon
said.
Rev. Gene Keil of the United
Christian Fellowship Center. 313
Thurstin St., said he did not support
the activities planned by the Toledo
anti-abortion groups.

Sisier iheresj Milne, spokesman for
Si Thomas More University Parish,
42s Thurstin St.. dilicied with Rev.
Keil
"I think there is a great need for
alerling people to ihe complex
problem ol abortion." Milne said.
"I feel that the law of the land

College enrollment up;
drop seen for 1980s

"I'D PREFER not to sec an issue
made of it." Rev. Keil said.
He added that he would not attend
the protest because "all that you have
to gain is the further berating or
intimidation of the people who chose
to make the decision for abortion."

CINCINNATI
(AP) -College
enrollment nationally will peak in the
late I'170s and taper off in the 1'iXOs.
according lo Garland Parker, who has
completed a survey of the nation's
four-year institutions.
The enrollment is currently at a
high peak, with more freshman
enrolled at four year colleges than any
time since the late I''60s.
"In these times of job scarcity,
recession and inflation, many young as
well as older Americans have sought to
resume or embark upon a college
experience." said Dr. Parker, vice
provost for admissions and records at
the University of Cincinnati.
"I FEEL also that a significant
segment of younger as well as more
mature persons in 1975 were more
convinced of the merits and the need
in terms of life enrichment of higher
and post-secondary education."
The enrollment in 1975 caught the
higher education
community by
surprise, according to Parker, whose
findings
are
published
in
the
"American Testing Program."

S'no romance

Although the last week of snowy, cold weather has
meant staying inside and studying for some, for
others the white stuff has provided an opportunity to

The annual report showed that
there are now more than 11 million
- persons
enrolled
full-time
and
part-time in 3,062 institutions of
higher learning surveyed.
Parker said the freshman increase of
7.4 per cent was second to the 17.3
per cent increase in 1965. This
increase was against only a .3 per cent
gain in high school graduates over the

release pent-up emotions. (Newsphoto by Lance
Wynn)

-'_.-

should uphold the nghl lo life." Milne
said ol the l'>7.' Supreme Court
action.
She added llial she believed people
front all denominations were in
opposition lo the ruling.
"Respect for life is not just a
Catholic decision, but one of all
thinking peoples." she said.

'

■■■

previous yeai and an .b pei cent
increase in the estimated number of
18-ycar-olds. he said.
AMONG THE potential factors
causing the increase was the entry or
re-entry
of
women
into
the
educational
mainstream.
senior
citizens and continuing education
students, largei numbers of transfers,
institutional emphasis on retention
programs that counter heavy attrition
rates and an increasing number of
collegiate returnees.
The report said women now
comprise 45.4 per cent of the
enrollment in 1,472 institutions.
Entollment in 100 urban colleges and
universities was up 5.5 per cent. Parker
said that "perhaps the greatest
challenge lacing higher education in
the late 20th century is to respond to
the needs of the ,populants of
America's greater inner city areas."
The largest enrollment gain in the
bast and South-central areas followed
by New England. South Atlantic and
Mountain states. Parker said the MidAtlantic region declined by one per
cent, reflecting the 3.2 per cent loss of
students for the year in New York.
PARKER said a 3.7 per cent
increase in law schools reflected
affirmative action programs and
legislation
forbidding
sex
discrimination.
Fulltime
medical
students increased by five per cent and
graduate school enrollments were up
6.6 per cent.
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burial in hallowed ground

epmegigLS
law furthers
student rights
The University administralion recently complied with the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 by establishing
guidelines by which a student can review and challenge the content
of his educational records. Action of this type strengthens the
position of student rights at the University.
The guidelines also permit the student or the University to decide
the conditions under which records may be released.
The University's compliance allows a designec of the University
president to rule on what information in a student's records can be
deleted or changed after a written request is made.
It is refreshing to see that the University is establishing firm
guidelines concerning this act.
Thankfully, though, the University can be overruled in its decision
as to who may see student records by the Department of Health.
Education and Welfare, and can be penalized with the withdrawal of
federal aid.
Subsequently.
University
administrators
must
weigh
the
alternatives before disclosing student records to unauthorized
persons.
The University's compliance with this federal law is yet another
victory for students. It not only puts the responsibility for disclosure
of records in the right hands, but also determines the conditions
under which the University can be overruled.

WASHINCTON-President Ford has
buried CIA agent Richard Welch at
Arlington National Cemetery The
Tomb of the Unknown Spook.
We know next lo nothing about this
man. the CIA station chief who was
murdered in Athens a few weeks ago.
He is rumored to have played a part In
various recent vilenesses like the
Cyprus intrigue, but we normal people
don't know who this character is that
the President has buried in hallowed
ground.
The acl is therefore a calculatedly
symbolic one. It could be any one of
those deputized gangsters who operate
in the Kingdom of the Unknown, the
Dark Empire we call the CIA.
The purpose in giving this cypher a
public burial with the troops lined up
and the flag presentation to the widow
was to teach us that spying is an
elevated and patriotic calling.
SINCE THE CIA's activities have
belatedly been brought under a degree
of questioning, men such as Barry
Goldwater have been defending the
Agency as an instrumentality thai docs
necessary work.
The fight fire with fire argumenl.
He may be right about that.
The Ruskis aren't pussy cats. By our
standards, though not the CIA's, every
Russian government from the Czars to
the Commissars has been atrocious.

solutions suggested

Maybe a modicum of spookage is
indispensable lo self-defense. Bui how
do we handle that modicum-one far
exceeded, it might be added, by
people who control the Agency? The
best method is practicing hypocritical
schizophrenia.
Authorize ClA-ish crimes in a spirit
of shame and don't talk about it.
Whether the Agency itself knows it or
not. the functional reason for its
secrecy is to protect the rest of us
Americans from an insupportable dose
of self-knowledge.
PEOPLE abroad know what the
CIA does and who's in it. This man
Welch's name was published in an tast
German book on the agency eight
years ago.
By the same token, it's easier to get
information here on the English.
French. Russian or Israeli versions of
the CIA than it is in iheir own
countries.
For authoritjrian personalities like

Ford and Goldwater. who confuse
applying electrodes lo the flesh with
the warrior virtues, publication of the
Gestapo side of ihe CIA posed a
problem. Many of their fellow citizens
were not edified lo learn the Agency
has a component of poisoners,
gangsters consorts and assassins.
The wise course would have been lo
say nothing and lei the indignation run
its course. Congress isn't about to put
ihe CIA out of business. No defense,
no explanatory words were called for
10 safeguard the Agency's criminal
ways.
fhai wasn't good enough. Ford had
to bury this guy at Arlington and
thereby personally endorse every foul
ad
associated
with
this grisly
conspiracy 10 protect freedom by
stamping on It.
WHY ELSE pick a CIA agent who
goi himself offed in Greece? Greece of
all places, where the Agency is
believed to have been the prop and
slay of the late dictatorship.
Wouldn't you think Ford would
have the political sense, if not the
lasie. to plant a symbol at Arlington
who could conceivably he associated
with fighting communism?
Bui. no. we read in the papers that
the Agency has formed some kind of
devil's compact with the Red Ounce
and ihe South Africans to have a
throat-slitting in Angola, and Ford

accords a martyr's funeral to a
pro-fascist symbolic enemy of Greek
freedom.
The man is only tolerable when
taking his amusing pratfalls on
Colorado mountainsides.
What
arc
the
occupational
characteristics Ford has enshrined in
Ihe American pantheon at Arlington
Deceit.
stealth.
double-dealing,
bushwacking. bribery, gangsterism,
tinkery. theft, blackmail and.do you
want lo throw in burglary and
assassinations of both persons and

character?
FOR ALL WE know this Unknown
Spook, this late Mr. Welch, was a
harmless cleik whose duties were
merely to inventory Ihe LSD. the dart
guns and the periscopes for the
transome peeping, but his bones have
become emblematic of whai the CIA
stands for.
Nice addition to Arlington, that
field of heroes, that temple to military
valor. "Don't fire until you see the
whiles of their eyes" has been changed
to. "Don't squeeze the I rigger until
you have a bead on the back of hi*
head."
Giant and Lee shot any nun who
fought out of uniform. The CIA kind
nevei fights, in one. From ihe Red
Badge of Courage 10 lorlure. terrorism
and treachery by night.
Rcquicscal in pace. Mr Welch.

nlM-«l'.

the icemen slippeth
By Michael Sheeny
Guest Columnist
331 Conklin
"I JUSI don't know." said youi basic
University student while munching his
cold trench fries in one of the campus
cafeteria!. "I 'failed' down three
times today while walking to class. My
buit is beginning to look like a bruised
grapefruit "
Meanwhile, on ihe other end of
campus Iwo male freshmen arc flat on
their hacks following a tumble on slick
sidewalks.
While life's lit tie drama is taking
place, the rest of ihe student body Is
engaging in the mass exodus to reach
their 2 p.m. classes on lime...slipping,
skidding and sliding of course
Ever wonder why ii takes the
University personnel so long to clear
Ihe various pathways, sidewalks and
streets on campus of snow and ice? Il
is coming lo the point that if you're
not
a
varsity
hockey
player,
traiisvcrsing this campus will become
impossible.
BESIDES THE fact that slipping on
icy pavement is a definite hazard lo
one's health, falling and skidding make
you look like a tool Notice the next
time you are forced lo walk on ihe
campus "icewalks" the looks on
people's laces when they almost hit
the dirt. Or rather listen to their
profane continents made in the

frustration thai always accompanies
nuking a fool out of one's self.
It is utterly stupid that students
should have lo put up with the idiotic
conditions the walkways are in
following a snowstorm. Sure it's a big
job lo make the sidewalks passable
after such a weather phenomenon, but
hoping lhat the ice will melt is not
going to solve this problem.
Apparently.
the
University
maintenance crew can't seem to cope
with ihe job of clearing the sidewalks
in a reasonable amount of time. So is
il loo soon lo seek the establishment
of a special University Snow Shovelin'
and Ice Pickin' Corps...or as the
administralion would say. a University
Pedestrian Safely Task Force.'
We need it. Students should not
need to fear or dread walking outside
in the winter, especially considering
the fact they are all paying a hell of a
loi of bread to come to this Institute
of Artie Studies.
NATURALLY, of course, the
administration would not go along
with Ihe establishment of such a corps.
What can we do then?
Suggestion one: demonstrate. Build
a snowman effigy of Hollis Moore in
lioni of iIn- Administralion Building
and destroy under a barrage of
snowballs. Bui should we really blame
pool Hollis? Why not, we blame him
for everything else that is messed up
around here.

Suggestion
Iwo:
ultimatum.
Demand that the University issue
snowshoes lo all full time students so
they can travel safely from dorm lo
classes, or students would boycott all
classes.
Suggestion three: Use old copies ol
BG News to burn as torches to melt
snow as students walk to class.
These suggestions would probably
not work because by the time anyone
got things organized around here, the
spring thaw will have begun.
Maybe the best solution still stands
unmentioned...leaving Bowling Green
State Icebox for warmer pastures like
UCLA or Arizona State. After all
wouldn't we all like sunlans in the
winter?

congress controls power
WASHINGTON- Running
for
president is one thing; running the
country is another.
The gulf between the
two is
something we tend to forget in ihe
excitement of a presidential campaign.
especially one with an ever-growing list
of White House aspirants. But we-and
the candidates-forget it at our peril.
Three separate Incidents sharply
reminded us of the hazard the oihei
day. West Virginia's Senator Robert
Byrd, the latest entry in the
Democratic race, says he wants to be

Lerrers
truth in
advertising?
I would like lo congratulate the
Kappa Sigma fraternity on their flyers
posted around campus advertising
their rush parlies. I can only say they
show honesty and real truth in
advertising.
The flyers picture a stylish, trim,
handsome, young man. not a single
hair out of place, obviously one of the
fashionable elite from the Kappa
Sigma house. With that all-important
beer in one hand, he is irresislably
reaching toward a cute, cooing,
full-bosomed young campus coed.
Il is immediately obvious to all who
see the flyer thai by becoming a
member of Kappa Sigma one will
instantly attain the ultimate social
status, constant attention form all
those cuddly coeds and an infallible
ability to handle a bottle of beer
betiei than all other guzzling greeks on
campus.

believe an ability to drink, dress and
date
are
essential
to
personal
fulfillment.
Hiding behind the curtains of social
sophistication and canned friends
won't help anyone to understand
themselves or others any better.
If what I've said offends you, don't
just think this letter is a sarcastic bit of
nainecallmg. I've expressed one of my
opinions, and I'll be glad lo read what
you have lo say.
And once again, thanks to Kappa
Sigma for their recent truth in
advertising.
Brian McKnight
219 Kohl Hall

concert gripes

From what I've heard on the radio
and through other sources. Join
Mitchell will not be playing at Bowling
Green this winter because the athletic
department wouldn't give up one night
for a concert. The case will more than
likely be the same with other
performers passing through the area.
I'M glad Kappa Sigma is advertising
What I would like to know is hat
the qualities and goals they consider
gives the athletic department the right
important to personal growth and
to control a student facility without
fulfillment at a university. It's too bad
consideration of the student body.
they don't advertize all the things they
Undoubtedly. Joni Mitchell would
don't offer.
bring more people out and entertain
hundreds of students who otherwise
I hope too many young men who
haven't quite found themselves yet . wouldn't go to an athletic event
(myself included).
aren't taken in by the Kappa Sigmas to

'RKPTR WL, OFFICER mi WM'flSCAIN.OUI. CIA. fiOV "

Couldn't the rest of the students get
a little time with the gym? After all,
we are the reason it is there. And we
are paying for it.
Chris Duquct
327 W. Wooster

abandoned
Last Thursday night some kind
individual
decided
that
it was
appropriate for him lo bring his little
puppy to a rush party. Though this
was abnormal no one objected, that is
until the dude decided to abandon the
dog in our apartment building.
For the past five days various
brothers have been feeding and
cleaning up after our cute 12-week-old
friend, but since animals are not
permitted in the building and the
minimum fine is S500 We cannot
possibly keep him any longer.
We would like to know what kind
of irresponsible person takes a puppy
when he has no intentions of giving
him the kind of home he needs.
Abandoning the dog was a brillant
idea, and we really appreciate your not
asking us if we could support him.
Like most apartment buildings we
have restrictions, and while pets are
one of them at least we made an
effort.
If anyone would like a frisky
12-week-old brown and white beagle
(sort of) for free, call 352-5690. Please
save its life.
The Brothers of Beta Theta Pi

president because that's where Ihe
power is. the power to accomplish
things.
President Ford, on the other hand,
sighed lo reporters that, regrettably.
there was no switch he could Hip lo
accomplish his aims And now Ronald
Reagan, the conservative hero, says ihe
flap over his S'>() billion budget
cut hack has made hnn sorry he ever
bioughl il up.
EACH. IN his own way. has
touched on ihe key issue lhat lies
submerged in ihe presidential ContCSl
this year. Is it possible lo gel
candidates to tell us not only what
they would do if elected president-hut
how?
Reagan's dilemma is lo (he point.
Seeking lo galvanize conservative
support last fall, he proposed "a
systematic transfer of authority and
resources to the states."
His presidential plan of action, as a
starter, proposed lopping off about
S90 billion or one-quarter of the
federal budget and slashing 2.- per cent
from federal taxes.
It sounded great until primary'
voters in New Hampshire and Rorida.
egged on by Ford supporters, began
asking questions about the specifics of
such a wholesale cut. or elimination of
help for the poor, the aged, the sick,
the end of federal aid lo education,
housing and community development.
Was Reagan seriously proposing
such vast increases in state and local
taxes to take up the federal slack0 Or
would he simply scrap these programs?
YOU
COULD
sense
voter
skepticism
turning
into
voter
resistance, causing Reagan to declare
that he was' really only talking about
the principle of the thing, not an
actual plan that might come from a
President Reagan.
The same kind of overpromising is
rampant among the Democrats.
Indiana Senator Birch Bayh. who
ranks as one of the least radical, is
calling for a large income tax cuts
along with increased federal spending
"to provide
additional economic
stimulus."
Senator Henry Jackson likewise
talks of "stimulative" (meaning more)
federal spending to create jobs, and
solve
the
housing and energy
shortages.
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Sargent Shriver would reinstate
price controls. Former Senator Fred
Harris would tax the dickens out of
"the
superrich
and
giant
corporations...so we can lighten the
burden on the rest of US."
WE COULD go on. but this gives
you an idea of what's being said.
By itself, the overpromising is not
what's so worrisome. Il comes as
naturally
to
Republican
and
Democratic candidates as shaking
hands al a rally. Votcis have learned to
expect it and lo tolciate it, because
they can see through it.
But what is lacking on the campaign
trail, among candidates and the voters,
is a candid awareness of the limits on
presidential power to achieve promised
goals.
This is especially true of those
White House seekers like Reagan and
Alabama Governor George Wallace,
who propose wholesale revamping of
the federal delivery system.
A KIND OF Washington turnaround
favored by these two. and by Harris,
would require, at
minimum, a
Congress with like-minded majorities
in the House and Senate.
That should mean the defeat of
most Democrats and Republicans now
on Capitol Hill-or their ideologic
conversion by election time in
November. Not only must such
candidates openly tell us that, but
they must arouse a nation's voters into
making it come true.
Simultaneously, such White House
candidates and their organizations
must find a way to persuade or to
neutralize such special interests as
labor, business, banks and other
powerful industrial and institutional
lobbies.
That is an incredibly tall order.
President Roosevelt was able to
begin the massive centralization of
power in Washington because of the
big Democratic majorities that were

elected lo Congress with him in 1932.1
PRESIDENT Johnson was able to
add his Great Society programs in
|0(i4 because of his personal landslide
and the election of a heavily
Democratic
Congress.
Dwiglu
Eisenhower came lo powei in I952
bin held a Republican majority on
Capitol Hill for two years.
Richard Nixon's big victory of 1972
and Ins schemes for major federal
change were unavailing because the
voters did not give bin) a Congress lo
match his ambitions.
The lesson is plain. There are no
switches to Hip in the White House to
make a candidate's promises come
true.
Those who would mount massive.
federal reform from the White
House--Reagan.
Wallace.
or,
whoevei-must simultaneously, and at
the very least, be piovided with a
Congress lhat marches to the same
drummer, that hears the same beat.
Otherwise, we are destined to reap
four more years of policy deadlock in
Washington, public cynicism across the'
land, and weakened stature abroad.
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Inflation pace begins to slow
as recovery outlook brightens
WASHINGTON
( AP) -- Inflation
cost
American consumers seven
cents on the dollar in 1975
and President Ford said
yesterday it will cost them
another 5 9 cents this year.
But that is an improvement
over 1974 and 1973 when
inflation clipped 21 cents
off the dollar's purchasing
power.
Final year-end figures
from the Labor Department
showed the rise in consumer
prices slowed in December,
increasing five-tenths of one
per cent.

For all of 1975. prices
rose seven per cent, down
from the 12.2 per cent jump
in 1974 and the smallest
yearly increase since 1972
when prices rose 3.4 per
cent.
WHITE HOUSE Press
Secretary Ron Nessen said
the
figures
show that
inflation is moderating.
"It is still higher than the
President would like but it
is better than in the last two
years." he told reporters.
Nessen added that the
administration believes "the

local briefs
Indian dinner
The Indian Association of Bowling Green is
sponsoring an Indian dinnei at 6 p.m. Saturday at the
First Presbyterian Church. I 2(> S. Church St.
Tickets for the dinner are S3 a person, with children
under five free, and arc available at the International
Student Programs Office. I (. Williams Hall. 372-2247.

SA meeting
There will be a meeting of the Student Assembly (SA)
at 8 tonight in 405 Student Services Bldg. Publicity for
the Student Government Association elections will be
discussed and the public is invited.

Dance lecture
The Fairmount Dance Theater will present a
lecture-demonstration at 7:30 tonight in 108 Women's
Bldg. Il is free and open to the public. Following the
lecture, a reception for administrators and then spouses
to meet the theater group will be in 107 Women's Hldg.

Meditation
The Students International Meditation Society will
present introductory lectures at I p.m. and 8 p.m. today
in the Faculty Lounge. Union.

Camp jobs
Interviews for positions as counselors and theater and
art staff members at Camp Wahanowin. Out. will take
place here Feb. 9, Interview signups begin Monday in
'.)"■ student eiiipkwinent offi«jw-4b0 Student Services
Bldg.

Philosophy
The philosophy
department
is sponsoring a
colloquium with John King-Farlo. professoi of
philosophy at the University of Alberta, from 7:30-9.30
tonight in 115 Education Bldg. All faculty and students
are invited.

First aid
A multimedia first aid class will be
10 30 a.m.-2:30 p.m. Saturday and again
Ohio Suite. Union. Interested students
Volunteeri In Progress office. 372-0088.
information.

offered from
Jan. 31 in the
can call the
for additional

Police report
Jo Purdy of Rudolph. O. reported that a radio and
pencil sharpener valued at Sill were taken from .in
Unlocked office In the Business Administration Building.
Michael Wilkins of Mansfield was charged with grand
theft and possession of marijuana. Wilkins was
apprehended by University Police in Lot G with a stolen
checkbook and wallet, as well as 80 grams of marijuana.

Save the News

BR4IN
• •

•

S4LE!

QUALITY

outlook is quite good" for
the economic recovery in
1976
In presenting Congress
with
the new budget.
President Ford predicted a
further diop in the inflation
rate this year, to 5.9 per
cent.
Inflation had averaged
two to three per cent a year
during
most
of
the
post-World War II period
before
prices
gained
momentum in the late
I9b0s.
The seasonally adjusted
five-tenths of a per cent
increase in consumer prices
last month compared with
the seven-tenths increase in
November and was the
smallest monthly rise since
September, when price! also
rose five-tenths of one per
cent.
THE
GOVERNMENT
said higher prices for some
loods and a wide variety of
consumer
services
were

responsible for most of the
December increase.
Food
prices
rose
three-tenths compared with
a six -tenths per cent jump
the
previous
month.
Nott-food commodities rose
three-tenths.
equaling
increases in each of the
three
previous
months.
Services
increased
sis-tenths following a I.I
per cent jump in November.
The indexes for the three
major components of the
consumer price index-food,
commodities othei than
food, and services-all rose
less in 1975 than 1974.
Ovei the year, the food
index tose 6.S per cent.
compared with 12.2 per
cent 111 1974. Prices of
services rose 8.1 per cent
compared with 11.3 per
cent a year earlier. Nonfood
commodities showed 6.2
per ceni increase duiing
1975. less than half the 13.2
per cent figure recorded in
1974.

Kissinger argues policy
MOSCOW
( AP) -Secretary of Slate Henry
Kissinger
and
Leonid
Brc/lmcv spaired over the
Angolan conflict yesterday
and sought a way out of the
Soviet-US. nuclei: aims
impasse.
Brc/hev. looking fit in his
lirsl public appearance in a
month.
was
optimistic
about a nuclear arms accord
al the opening of the
ktcniliu talks, hul after a
thtcc-houi session. Kissmgei
sounded a more somber
note.
He said the two sides
ought to ask themselves
whethet they should permit
technical issues to stand in
the way of an agreement
that would lead to a second
strategic arms limitation
treaty.
"failure will leave both
losers." he said in a serious
speech at a luncheon given
by Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko.
A SECOND round of
negotiations began as dusk
settled
over
the
snow-sprinkled
capital.
Kissinger hoped to wrap up
an agreement in principle by
Friday.

"Then I will discuss it."
Kissinger said, and he latei
confirmed that Angola "was

use the accasston of the
arms negotiations to try to

BREZHNEVS comments
and Kissingers reference 10
nothing
more
than
a
mention
indicated
the
secretary ol state was having
little luck so fat in his
Angola aims

persuade Brezhnev to hall
Soviet
support
to the
Popular Movement, one of
the rival
Africa groups
seeking contiol of the
oil and mineral-rich former
Poiiuguese colony.

faction
m
Angola was
reported gaining giound so
rapidly that US. officials
acknowledged privately it
could win the war within
weeks.

mentioned.''
Kissinger had hoped to

Steve MePeak of Las Vegas takes a casual stroll 1.200 feet above the Arkansas River
on the Royal Gorge Bridge in Colorado. MePeak hopes to better the world record
height of 1,350 feet by tightroping across an aerial tramway cable at the park. (AP
Wirephoto)

High hopes

The Communist backed

Books given to HPE center
Two retired University
professors have donated
theii professional books foi
use in the Health and
Physical
Education
Curriculum Center, located
in the basement of the
Health (enter.
Samuel
Coopei
was
chairman of the health and
physical education (HPE)
department lot 25 yens and
retired from leaching in
1975. J. Kussel Coffej was

directoi

of

the

HPF

gtadtiate program
reining in I9W.

before

Terry Parsons, chairman
of the HPF department, said
that the donated hooks art
a significant contribution
because they covet more
than 25 yeais of the
department's
prolession.il
literature.
lite hooks would he
located on a special shelf
called
The Samuel M.

Resistance to property tax urged
(Oil MRUS. (AP)--Au
Ohio
Stale
University
economist uiged lawmakers
yesterday to resist mounting
pressure to Ireeze properly
taxes which, he said, are still
relatively low in the state.
Dr. Frederick Stacker's
remarks came m the faceol
a flurry of tax freeze
proposals
prompted
by
homeowner's complaints ol
Increased
taxes resulting
from propetty reappraisals.
"My
general
point."
Stocker told the legislature's
Joint Economic Conference.

Asked whether Angola
was
on
the
agenda.
Brezhnev shot back: "I have
no questions about Angola.
Angola is not my country."

is that we have gone l.n .
enough and perhaps too fai

in our puisuit of property
tax relief, especially foi
owners ol real estate.
"I believe the General
Assembly
should
resist
presurcs to freeze real
estate assessments, rollback
assessments oi pioperty tax
tales,
or otherwise
to
undercut the real pioperty
lax base," he testified.
"Contrary to popular belief,
our real estate taxes in Ohio
arc relatively low."
WHILE THE academician

PARAGON
EXPERIENCE
"if I should die?"

ABORTION

urged restraint, Gov, James
Rhodes repeated ins call for
administrative
action
to
ireeze property values al
levels of a yeai ago to slop
"confiscaloiy.
regressive,
unvoted
property
tax

increases.*1
Also the House Ways and
Means Committee began lo

considei amendments to a

bill that would offet a new
method for rolling back
millagc as a check, but not
an outright
freeze, on
Inflationary tax increases.
Stocker. a professor of
economics
and
public
adminisliaation.
told
legislators "annual updating
of
assessed
values
is
essential."

STUDENT
APARTMENTS
2BDRM UNITS FOR 3-4 STUDENTS

8 UNITS LEFT TO RENT
V% BLOCK OFF CAMPUS
SHOWING
THIS SATURDAY & SUNDAY
PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT

MONDAY JAN. 26

$1 2500

1 & 3 pm
Joe E. Brown
7 & 9 pm 105 Hanna

OUL * «li
9J ■
i_ ,
1 600 JJB J'iO ~*

tonight
5p.m. tort.dnight
Ond every Thurs. night....

mnttNCf.

TECHNICAL A
SCHOLARLY BOOKS
AT SAVINGS Of
SO% TO «S*4 OfF
ORIGINAl PUBLISHED
PRICES

TOM BAER
352-7000 or 352-4671

Cooper-J. Russei Coffey
Library Shelf. Parsons said
die collect ion would serve
to perpetuate the memory
of Coopei and Coffey and
augment
the
center's

resources
Anyone wishing to add to
the Cooper-Coffey shelf can
scud bivoks through campus
mail to Hairy Tyson, Health
and
Physical
Education
Curriculum
Center,
Memorial Hall.

Classifieds
get
results

numbers
«nHi"|IIJMO it
numbM* Automate
IDtltHM f*C-pM>
(•»• S. .« ••

«•*<•<• real >•
■"'»•'»» tM»
lo • a*1 8 1V'
I'M"*. OtfWM
••namruni
■MUM

Tt-2550-O 4i£»2*
,~S49.96

Texos Instruments
electronic calculator
ujith memoaj

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
STUDENT SERVICES
^s_
BUILDING
/i

SCHOLARSHIPS
FOR SPECIAL-ED
MAJORS
Student Council for
Exceptional Children
Minifie Scholarship

PAPERBACKS

95*
HARDBACKS

•1.95
oor regJdr

rjl.'»)

STJB
only*!.00

Available to junior or senior
in Special Education, with a
3.0 average (or better).
3 - $300.00
Scholarships will be given.

to y.,»- J".« tr in U* stom

Pick up application at Special
Education office, 451 Education
building, and return it no later
than January 30, 1976.
SUBJECT! IY THE DOOM. TTfLlS 1Y THE MJNDKDS.

D HSTOTV a

soaexoGv a ART a ECONOMCS
a pwosomv a MAIHEMAIICS a EDUCATION a satNCf

D HEALTH a SPEECH D L/W D ECOLOGY □ fRAvH
D poirncAt scecE a RHJOON a BUSMSS D N*OCAL
a ENGteoNG a UTBWJUW D PSYCHOLOGY
D LANGUAGES D MUSIC D MORE. MORE. MOT*

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Sf—teiif STVIOI jggelRJ

minimum for delivery- $1.70

FREE DELIVERY

W6LWIS
•PIZZA*

sues • SWJHETTI

toofS.'AAIN.B.G.

PH.M2-757I

Anyone applying must not
be receiving aid of another
kind, (except loans).

Any questions ,
Call Dug Funnel), 352-8847.
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Staging, programming mar fine performance
Review By
Stephen Hedges
Tuesday night the University Symphony orchestra under
the direction of Emil Raab, professor of musical arts, gave a
concert in the Grand Ballroom. Union. The varied program
ranged from Mn/.m to Ross Lcc Finncy and featured
professor of musical arts Warren Allen, bass, on three
selections.
The concert opened
Fuguing, And Holiday"
composer-in-residence at
piece is based loosely on

with a work entitled "Hymn,
by Finney. the recently retired
the University of Michigan. This,
tunes by William Billings, an early

American composer.
Although these melodies are enjoyable, the piece is much
too long for the amount of real music it contains. Both the
audience and the orchestra grew tired of the work, but the
orchestra still provided a good performance through most
of the piece.
THERE WAS, however, a problem with the balance,
since every time the brass entered, the strings, especially the
violins, were inaudible.
Warren Allen began his performance with a Moiart lunc
that found the orchestra unsure of Itself, Allen's efforts to
carry the performance were not up to the superhuman task
and iesillu-d in a lifeless performance with Allen losing his
place In the end.
His second selection was Wagnei's famous "Evening
Star" song from "Tannhauscr." an unwise choice since

Allen's voice was no match for Wagner's scoring.
Allen's last piece was his best, an aria from Rossini's
"Barber of Seville" in English translation. Except for a
weak ending. Allen carried this performance quite easily
and it was apparent, for once, that he understood what he
was singing.
INTERJECTED between Allen's first and second
selections was Charles Griffes' "The White Peacock."
Grilles, a rather prominent American composer at the turn
of this century, was born in New England. Listening to this
piece was like having some of New England's famous maple
syrup poured in your ear. The work reflects his interest in
Impressionism, coming off like a not-so-subtle imitation of
Debussy's "Afternoon of a Faun." But it provided the
vehicle for the orchestra's best performance of the first
half, with some line solo work.
This piece obviously was programmed as one of those
Bicentennial offerings which eventually are going to drive
all to dnnk.
The second hall of the concert consisted of Sibelius'
First Symphony. Again, the violins were obliterated by the
brass. The whole problem seems to be Emil Raab's placing
the brass on risers, even though this fine section of the
orchestra needs no such artificial help.
The first movement was Raab's best conducting
performance and the soloists again came through with fine
performances of their own. The solo passages in the second
movement were not as strong and the result was gaps in the
performance, although for the most part the orchestra

handled the expansiveness of the movement quite well.
The scherzo movement got off to a bad start, since not
everyone caught the tempo. As it turned out. the tempo
was too fast for some of the more difficult passage work
anyway.
IN A WORD, the performance was muddy. The last
movement brought back themes from the first movement

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1975 IOS ANGEIES TIMfS

KAPPA
rush party
will be here
before you
know Itl
STOP OVER
TONIGHT
I RODQlRS~

THURS.

1)
|2J
3)
4)

Spinach
Racquel Welch
"Bear" Bryant
Woody Hayes

5 ) YOU come *o the Sigma Nu{
7:30 to ? TONIGHT AND MEET
THE BROTHERS! ALL INTERESTED
MEN WELCOME FOR THE RUSH!
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED

32 Filleted

ACROSS
1
6
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

24

33 One of the
networks
36 Separated
38 Pleasing and
simple
41 Certain
answer
42 On the watch
44 Greek letter
46 Belief
46 To think: Fr.
48 Introduction
50 Rise into view
52 Name of Jack's
giant
54 Blackbird

Tint
Not in harmony
Lem's terrain
Teetroalla
Sea la fare
Ancient Asian
Part of a
farmhold
Black and
glossy
Tot's buggy
Easily split
item
11 ih cent, date:
Rom
African peak
famous in story
and fable
Mexican Indian

57 Shoemaker's
equipment
58 Part of a
sentence

26 Mother of a
dauphin

59 World: Prefix
61 Entr'

27 Roadways
29 Tramped
31 Food staple

ANSWER TO QUIZ

(test located in classified section)

■"
" ,

62 Nip's partner

ANSWER TO HUMOUS
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Char (In.,1,1,1 Slejkt and
CHOP*
Full CourM I jmily
DHllWjf
12 VARIt'TltS
PANCAKIS r. WAIIL1S
Open ruet, Inru Sat. / 10 «
Oundayi / 30./ DO
412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

*M
A F
V 1
1 K
G f
A N
1 1
F

DOWN

1

1 Underground
stem
2 Multicolored
gem

S

4 Galena
5 Cause continual
resentment

■

3 Old Testament
book

V
F
I
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Hill \v I It'll Mill 11'I III II lOtollfttl1 in tlir '.ill.
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BRAND NEW

38 Components
40 Edible codlike

46

annum

47 Sets up

48 Room
49
51
52
53
55

Out of practice
Abbey dwellers
Chatter
Conquer
Eastern
noble
56 Potherb
60 Electrical unit

(LASTLY,
HEUSHES
Y0U6OOP
HEAimAW
L0N6LIFE.)

mCONCLUSION, LET ME JUST
SAY THAT r LOOK KXUO/tP TO
A New SPOUT OF CWJKZATION
Him OUR OilN&e FMENPS. I
SNCEfitLYHOPE ITWONT BE
NECESSARY TO SHELL ANY
paeoaAs.

(THANK HIM,
(HE ALSO
WISHES YOUR ANPASK HIM
WIFE600P
IF HEP LIKE
HEALTH)
VSEETHE
6PEATUMU.)

\

TWO BEDROOM APPTS.
FEATURING
1. Two Full Baths
2. New Furniture Throughout
3. New University Tennis Courts
Across the Street
4. "Only One Block from the
Towers" on Campus Location

352-0717

-*<m>~ CLaSSIFIED 'W
Congratulations!
Sisters.

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Thursday. January 22, 1976

Trade one tough summer
for two great years.
mind llv unkinu you loroiuplt'ti' u ronu'iitrultKl
(IIIHM'III stutly invi'iiiij; .ill ilit' tnpiis sou misMtl.

28 Origin
30 Part of a mono
gram: Abbr.
32 Trained
33 Territorial
waters
34 Snack
35 Rocky cliff
37 Braved

by Garry Trudeau

FRAZEE AVE. APARTMENTS

Closed Monday
412 East Woosten

I'lirAnm K(>I(.H.INII Cilinp It'sUHlijh
you'll I*' in.il.iiii; ii|> lin lliii'iiliic Hist two
your*, nl ilu'Aiinv KOTC* Foui Wat I'mgiiim, Iwo
Wills III Olllv si\ Mlfkv
Dm ilia this time, while uc'u lnu^lnnini;
lip VInil IXHIS ,l lilllt*. t»V*ll IX'CVt'll lollijli'l nil Mini

fish
43 Deer
45 Short adventure tales

25 Baker's
concern
27 Old-fashioned
vehicle

DOONESBURY

NOW LEASING FOR FALL

CALL NOW FOR
RENTAL INFORMATION

IHIUIIV

7 Biblical city
8 English architect Robert
9 Commented
10 Moslem mosque
11 Immense
expanse
12 I.Jituirarr'.'Ht
—— I to work is
toprayl: Let
13 Seaman of
fiction
•72 Possessive
23 In want

66 Inatyle

N F R
0 R
B 0 N
0 I

I

6 Copious

65 Bonds' relatives: Abbr.

1

o NME

"I
A

N7JU

1

K

63 Pronoun
64 Turkish
governors

LASTLY, I COME
TDCHNANTHE

- FEATURING -

and the same old balance problems as well.
Overall, the symphony was performed fairly well and it
was unfortunate that the piece should end so weakly.
Although the orchestra itself was good in most respects,
this concert was plagued by bad stage placement and
mediocre programming. A little more care would have
improved things 100 per cent.

You'll UI'.II niii'4 .in c\l 1.1 Sit (hi mi nit It. up Inliii
i in mi I is.i M'.n. And you'll ulsolx't'uiniiiu tin
oflitx'i'sroiiiiiiisMon while you'iv Miming vcnir
cxillcue douivt1
II you'll'trunslt'l i ini; Iroin junior rollout',
oi loi siHiuotlu'i rt'UHon von (ouldn't lukt' lilt' liisl
Iwo yours ol KOTC. look into tlii'Arms KOTC.
l«o Yr.ii I'nmi.iiii
"ARMY ROTC. LEARN WHAT IT TAKES
TO LEAD.

Weekly General Growth Gioup meeting Rm. 320 Stud.
Serv. 3 & 5 p.m. Open to all w/ pre-group interview. Call
Carol or Gwen at 2-2081 tor interview.

Big Pammy
Well you
finally got the sparkle from
the farkle man! I'm happy
for you and Farley!!! Love,
Lit' Jaynie.

BG Stud. Nurses' Organ. Lecture Hall. Health Center. 7
p.m. Air Force Nurse Recruiters will speak.

PICTURE
FRAMING
HAGER STUDIO'S.

Campus Ciusade for Christ meeting Alumni Rm., Union,
7-9 p.m.

Congratulations
Rich for
lecently
pledging
SAE!
Good luck, a fellow greek.

Active Christians Today: Bible studies. b03 Clough St. 2
& 6 p.m.
BGSU
Karate
9:30-11:30 p.m.

Club:

Goiu-Kal

LOST AND FOUND
LOST: Male puppy tan &
white approx, 1 ft. tall.
Brown spot on head witli
fieckles. 352-0659.

HELP WANTED
Elections & Opinions Board
needs poll workers for the
Feb.
5
SGA
Election.
Sign-up
in
405
Stud.
Services.
Address envelopes at home.
$800 per month, possible.
Any age or location. See ad
under
Business
Opportunities. Triple "S".
BG News needs circulation
person. 372-2003.
Babysitter needed 831 7th
Apt. 4. Hrs. Men. & Wed.
from 11:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Tues. & Thur. from 11:30
a.m. to 1:30. Contact at
above address.
Elections & Opinions Board
needs poll workers for the
Feb.
5
SGA
election.
Sign-up
in 405 Student
Services.
SERVICES OFFERED

.' FOR
y

FURTHER

.DETAILS
CONTACT CPT.
TOM WHIFFLE IN
MEMORIAL HALL
OR CALL 372-2477

Your

Address and stuff envelopes
at home. $800 per month,
possible. Offer-details, send
50 cents (refundable) to
Triple
"S".
669X32
Highway 138. Pinon Hills,
CA 82372.
Wih edit theses 20 cents a
page. Call 352-1934.
WANTED

practice

session.

F. to share 1 bdrm. apt.
$75/mo. all util. pd. Linda
353-3403or 352-6251.
1 m. needed spr. 339 S.
Maple. 352-3117. $65/mo.
Men's bike 26-27".
cond. 352-0801.

good

Congrats Lee & Diane on
BG Kappa Sig-Witt. ADPi
lav.
The Lil Sis pledges get
psyched for activation. We
are behind you all the way.
Love. The Brothers.
Congratulations Prunes on
your surprise engagement.
Best Wishes.

1 f. to sublet apt. spr. qtr.
Linda, 352-7371 for more
info.

The house was a mess, but
we made a sale guess, and
found it so true, that the
prank was from you. Good
iob. AGO pledges.

M. rmmt. to share 3 bdrm.
apt. Own unfinished bdrm.
$92/mo.
Call
352-1665
after 6 p.m.

DRINK
AND
DROWN
every Fri. afternoon 3-6 all
the beer you can drink at
SOP 352-1092.

2 f. housemates, spr. qlr.
$60/mo. ut. pd. 352-5027.

Alterations & Tailoring. The
Buttonhole. 148 S. Main.

PERSONALS

What do Sigma Nu's hate to
eat?
What do Sigma Nu's like to
eat?
What football coach are
Sigma Nu's proud to claim
as an alum?
What football coach are
Sigma Nu's glad is not an
alum?
What does Sigma Nu need
for a strong house?
For the answers to these
questions refer to our ad on
page 4.

Hey - Anthony, No More
"Philadelphia Freedom" for
you. Congratulations to you
and Bev oh your Sigma
Nu-Prout? engagement. The
Brotherhood.
Cheryl, real happy to hear
of
your engagement
to
Bruce. Congratulations, the
KD's.
Barb, congratulations on
your engagement to Bill.
Must have been a beautiful
Christmas! Love, your KD
Sisters.
Linda,
couldn't
keep a
secret
for
long!
Congratulations
on your
lavaliering to Scott. Love,
the KD's.
Pam.
We're sure
proud
of
your
"pinning"
to

you're
KD-ZN
Mark.

AXO's • Thanks for the
help. Rush wouldn't have
been the same without yea.
THE BROS.
OF BETA
THETAPI.

FOR SALE
1975
TR-0
low
miles
EXCELL.
COND
372-5083, altei 6 p.m.
Realistic
STA-200.
120
watts RMS. $2b0. Ui.ind
New. 352-1639.
35mm Pentax SP500, $100
Closeup lens set etc. $10
Call Barry, 352-384/.
MUST SELL' MT McGiego.
Touiney golf clubs. Alum,
insert woods. 1.3.4.5. ?-9 w.
p. New Wilson wood coveis.
New Burton bag. Exc. cond.
Make oiler. 352-7684.
Moving sale, (urn., plants,
clothes,
bikes,
utensils.
Fri. Sun. 10-6 p.m. 202 S.
Church, 352-8905
FOR RENT
STUDENT APARTMENTS.
3521800 or 352-4671.
Campus Manor now renting
for sum. & fall. Special
summer rates. Fall rates
from $80'mo. up. All util.
pd. except electric. Gas &
heat & a/c. Ph 352-9302 &
352-7365 eve.
Lrge 2 bdrm. apts. for 4
students near campus. $70
to 85/mo. per student. 9
mo. leases. Ph. 352-7365.
Greenview
Apts.
now
renting
one
and
two
bedroom apts. low rates, all
utilities pd. 352-1195. 12-6
p.m.
2
bedroom,
4
person,
furnished, near campus at
521 East Merry, tenant pays
only the electnc. excellent
condition. $296. per month.
2
bedroom,
4
persons,
furnished, located at 824
Sixth Street, tenant pays
only the electric, excellent
condition, $260. per month.
For
more
details,
call
Newlove Realty. 353-7381.

DU Little Sis Rush. Thurs.
and Sunday 7-9. All girls
welcome.

525 N. Enteipiise large 2
bed
duplex
furh.
a.ir.
270/mo.
plus util. Call
353-7381.

Starduster Rush - Mon. &
Tues. at the Kappa Sigma
house 7-9 p.m.

520 E. Reed new large 2
bed apts. turn, air, 380/mo.
plus electric. Call 353-7381.
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SGA candidates discuss platforms
By Rob Arkwright
Staff Reporter
Candidates for Student
Government
Association
(SGA) Coordinator of State
and
Community
Affairs
have
diverse
plans
concerning the way they
would administer the office
if elected.
trie Hall, junior (B.A.I.
s:id he wants to unofficially
link the office of slate and
community affairs
with
the
Student
Consumer
Union (SCU) as a means of
easing tensions that may
exist between students and
local business concerns.
He cued the relationship'
between apartment-dwelling
students and landlords as a
matter
that
should
be
investigated.
A SOLUTION to the
transporlation problems for
University
students
and
local cin/ens should be
found. Hall said, adding that
there may be some federal
funds available for mass
transit that the University
or the city may be able to
get

fhree members of the Fiirmounl Dance Theater
Troupe demonstrate techniques in modern dance.
The group, visiting the University for three days, will
present a concert and teach master classes.

A shuttle bus service and
car pool organization could
ease
the
inconvenience
faced by many students, he
noted.
Hall also said he would
use the office to open a
channel of communication

between SGA and military
veterans on campus.
A weekly or bi-weekly
guest student column in the
News could be a means of
acquainting
the
student
body with SGA plans, he
said. Hall explained that he
would use the guest column
format to communicate his
progress on various projects
as well as inform students
about city, state or federal
legislation that would be of
interest to them.
HALL said he would like
to see a student act as a
go-between for the student
bod)
and City Council.
Since
many
council
resolutions affect student
lite, he said, there is a need
for
council
to
respect
student opinion.
Hall currently is assistant
director
of
off-campus
housing
for
SCU.
Last
quarter he chaired an SCU
committee investigating the
feasibility
of starting a
student food cooperative
David
Pocock.
junior
(B.A.).
said
that
the
University-city relations are
good and getting better.
"'There is not a wall
between the students and
the community as some
people
m.i\
think."
he
added.
Although there is very
little chance of getting a
permanent student voice on

service and. for an extra
sum. will provide a lobbyist
in Washington. D.C.. he
explained.
If NSL is to become a
reality. it musi be funded
through student donations
since general fee money
cannot he used to support a
lobby mg organization, he
said.
Pocock added thai he
would like lo use various
campus
oig.uu/.iiions
to
publicize and raise none)
lor NSI.
Anoihei
Information

legislation

City Council. Pocock said
students should apply for
city
commissions
and
committees.
POCOCK said he would
like to organize a system
whereby
Students
could
apply for city commissions
through
the
slate
and
community
affairs office
and
be
placed
on
a

commission
He cited-the pity housing
and
bicycle
safety
commissions
and
sefet)
town committee as places
where Student! could gel
involved in city government.
In Ins present position of
assistant to the coordinator
ol st.iic .mil community

affairs. Pocock said he is
working on the Installation
of a
bicycle
path
on
campus.
He explained that the
path would consist of a
yellow
stripe
along
roadways.

Bicycles

would

be restricted to the area and
cars would not be allowed
10 Cross the stripe, he said.
Pocock
said
that the
system is inexpensive and
has been successful JI Miami
University at Oxford.
SGA*S membership in the
National
Student
lobby
(NSII is close lo being a
reality,
he
vnd.
NSI
provides
a
valuable
legislative

information

Dancers demonstrate abilities
By Mary Higgins
Staff Reporter
Alter six hours of travel
in the snow, the lairmount
Dance
Theater
Tioupe
arrived
from
Cleveland
yesterday
to
begin
a
three-day
University

stay
at
in which

the
they

will teach master classes and
present a concert at
K
tomorrow
night
in the
Grand Ballroom. Union.
Perhaps
the
rnwM
significant aspect to lite
seven-member
modern
dance troupe is that their
company's emphasis is not
placed
on
one-person
choreography or on one
particular
technique
or
style, according to Debbie
Poulsen. troupe member.
Many dance companies
stress one style of dance.
Poulsen said, whereas her
troupe
employs
a
cross-section of techniques.
"This is more difficult since
there
is
less
time
to
concentrate
on
each
technique." she said.
••BUT

HAVING

vaned
techniques
is
a
welcome challenge. Things
never get static." Poulsen
said.
Changing styles of dance
ihioughout a performance
probably is harder on the
two men of the troupe
because they are in nearly
•very act. The challenge in
this situation is not to let
the movement evolve into
one style toward the end of
the performance, she said.
Hie troupe's vanedjdjJJrTW
of dance reficcl the sfytcs'
which
original
modern
dancers
developed,
according
to
Carter
McAdams. another troupe
member.
These styles include those
ranging from the highly
dramatic to those which
have no drama, the literal
along with dances of mood:
those which emphasize the
movement

and

a

aspect; as well as those
which are done for fun.
Poulsen said.
"USING these different
techniques is how you get
to what you want to do in
the dance." Poulsen said.
TOMORROW

night's

performance will include a
number of these techniques
throughout
the
varied
program. The first piece,
which was'i choreographed
by troupe 'director John
Magill, emphasizes the visual
aspect of the dance and is
very abstract, she said.
But the next dance is
used to create a mood as
well as the visual aspect, she
said. Music consisting of
Indian drums begins slowly
and gradually builds up to
produce a hypnotic effect.

Poulsen said that the images
which this piece produces
might
be interpreted as
watching
an
animal's
movement in the jungle
The one solo piece is
entitled "Black Dance" and

Theater troupe's schedule
includes a niastei class loi
beginning dance Students

a movement experience-one
where il doesn't matter it
one leg is turned out and
the oilier is crooked."

from 10-11 30 this morning
in M)2 Women\ Bldg. and

is lundamentally a character
study which is emotionally
based, she said.
The last piece which is set

Eor
an
experienced
group. Poulsen said that if
the instructor will be giving

an intermediate dance class
from
3:30
to
5
this
afternoon m .01 Haves
Hall.
The
troupe
also
p i e s e ii I

will
a

lecture-demonstration

at

to
classical
music
communicates the joy of
movement.
"It
is
very
"simple
and
tlsuariy
pleasing." Poulsen said

a concert later in the week,
it is more meaningful to the
ihem
the

7:.'0 tonight in the Grand
Ballroom,
Union
All
classes, the lecture-demon-

Each
ol
the
troupe
members leach
as well as

Dance

sUalion and the concert ate
free and open to the public.

give
ol

presentation.
The Fairmounl

the

Ohio

Pocock said. Pocock also
said
he
would
provide
Students
wiih
state
Information In Ins woik
with
the
Ohio Student
Association,
the
Ohio
Chancellors
Student
Advisory
Board and the

Pocock
said
that
he
would continue plans for a
student-city
ox
roast
tenatively
planned
for
spring quarter. This could
provide heller town-gown
relations, he added.
Pocock
currently
is
Stststanl to the coordinator
of stale
a flails.

and
.HI

community
ex-olhcio

member of the Promote
Bowling Green Committee
(PBGCl
and
an
SGA
representative to faculty
Senate.

Natural gas
cuts continue
C O 1 1MB U S
(AIM - VIIUI al
g.is
curtailment
levels
for
industrial and commercial
customers oi Columbia Gas
oi Ohio will continue tins
winter, but the company
s.ivs there will also be cuts
next summer.
Columbia
Gas advised
1,130 curtailed Industrial
customers
in
Ohio

appropriate approach was to
"■forget
about
the
technicalities and try lo give

Students
to
so me t h ing

is

Legislative Resource Center,

Eric Hall

David Pocock

source
of
on
state

Ohio Confederation of State
Universities,
"Students usually don't
hear much about state and
community affairs." he said.
Mote articles need to be
written on the subject and
students need to be kept
up-to-date
on
legislation
thai could affect them, he
added.

vesioidav thai all Industrial
loads of a million cubic feel
or more per month llial can
he augmented by alternate
fuels can anticipate SO per
cent
curtailment
Starting
April I and ending Oct. 31,
Currently these loads arc
being curtailed .0 per cent.
Summer
curtailment
levels
aie
expected
lo
remain at 100 per cent for
industrial boiler lixids of a
million cubic feel or more a
month and 10 pci cent foi
nonsubsiii in able industrial
livads ol one million cubic
reel oi more .< month.
"If these assumptions do

not

develop.

it

necessitate
increases
curtailment
during
i e in a i II der
of

the

potential
emergency
purchases of Southwest gas
sinnlai to those that enabled
Columbia
to
reduce
industrial and commercial
curtailment
and
the
accompanying
threat
of
gas-related
unemployment
this winter.
"Ai this time." White
said. •■Columbia docs not
know whether or not it will
he able lo make emergency
purchases
nexi
summer,
whethei
gas
will
be
available, or available al an
acceptable price."
A spokesman for the
Ohio
Manufacturers
Association said it vyas loo
early lo lell whether the
siiiiiinei cuts would'YtScan
layoffs were in the offing
for industrial workers.

most

visual

to use

HOW DOES
•57.50*
SOUND?
<r
it
o
it
ft
■.':

Deluxe 2 bdrm.
Furnished
Central heat b air
Laundry fac. in bldg.
Ample parking
Outdoor gas grills
For Information, Coll

352-.2V3

Hampton House
res 7* s>
•parpwwn

ROLL ON
with
*ALPHA
tPHI ^
OMEGA
* NATIONAL [ v)
SERVICE V
FRATERNITY
j INFO NIGHT

**
I '

^7:30 to 9:30 pmThurs.. Jan. 22^
Croghan Room Union

In
lite
the

seven-month
period."
The siinimei projections
do not lake into account

rehearse lor performances
and
Poulsen
described
various
approaches
to
different levels of dance
students.
I or a beginner group of
students. Poulsen said she
thought

may

COMING SOON - "HINDENBURG"
"HUSTLE" "DOG DAY AFTERNOON"

Three straight long jumpers by Harris woke up the
crowd, which had thoughts of leaving much earlier than
expected. Thai made it 53-47.
Then Hipsher nailed two perimeter hoops to make it
55-51, Toledo's favor.

By Terry Goodman
Staff Writer
Chuckie James stormed off the Bowling Green bench last
night to give the Falcon faithful something to cheer about.

Rockets trip
BG hoopsters

Trailing arch-rival Toledo by 14 points early in the
second half, BG climbed back behind the shooting of
Tommy Harris and James.
But the Falcon laurels were shortlived.
AFTER THE HOSTS Anally knotted things up. the
Rocket's defense stiffened, enabling them to pluck the
Falcons, 72-63, before 3,878 fans at Anderson Arena.
The Rockets, behind guards Larry Cole and Len
Malus«k, climbed to a 51-37 margin with 14:35 left in the
game. It appeared that Toledo was going 10 blow the hosts
right out of their own arena.
But Harris. James and Dan Hipsher had other ideas.

A JAMES STEAL and layup followed by a James'
20-footer tied the score (57-57) and raised the roof with
5:56 remaining.
"When I made those two shots, I thought we had 'em,"
James said later. "We just couldn't get enough."
The game was knotted again at 59 on another James
jumper and then BG had a chance to take the lead-for the
first time since it was 2-0.
.
But then the Falcons turned the ball over three straight
times to spell their own doom, dropping them to 3-3 in the
Mid-American Conference (MAC) and 6-8 overall.
The Rockets now stand 3-2 in the MAC and 7-6 on the
season.
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By Lauri Leach
Assistant Sports Editor

gymnastics in Ohio for the
past decade, and according
to
BG
coach
Charles
Simpson.
the
Golden
Flashes will be tough, it not
impossible, to beat.
SIMPSON
SAID
Saturday's 1:30 p.m. meet
in the North Gym, Women's

Circumstances seemed to
work against the Falcons as
the meet went on. Only
three BG gymnasts could
perform on the uneven bars,
two
of
whom
were

Building, should be a much
better
meet
than
the
Eastern contest.
The Falcons traveled to
Ypsilanti over the weekend
expecting a relatively easy
win and came back on the
wrong end of a 79,06-76.43
score
"We didn't go up there
with the light attitude and

freshmen.
Connie
Snyder
and
Nancy Thorn had to be
scratched from the bars at
the last minute, Snyder with
the flu and Thorn with a

EMU surprised us with a
good performer," Simpson

sore hip.
"Our
freshmen.
Pam
Culler and Kathy Gavin.

said.
A BAD performance by a
usually excellent vaulting
squad gave BG a two-point
deficit at the outset of the
mulch
Marly
Wacker.
who
usually scores an N.0, scored
only six points on her
routine.
Captain
Karen
Glenn was high performer in
vaulting with a fourth-place
finish.

traveled to Wright State
Tuesday
for
a
tune-up
match for this weekend's
heavy slate.
The Falcons passed the
tune-up 100 per cent.
No BG grapplcr lost as
the Falcons clubbed Wright
State, 36-4.
The hosts obtained their

Women's track

four points by ticing Rick
Shanm n (177) and Pat
Wei lie ll'H)(. It was a near
spotless performance.

Polly Koch, Debbie Romsek. Jan Samuelson. Dune
BG gymnast Martv Wacker performs a required vault in a previous meet. BG meets
Kent State in a home meet Saturday. (Newsphoto by Mindy Milligan)

Club jeers up record
over
the
weekend
to
maintain its lead in the
loop's Southern Division.
The club skaters, now 8-2
Oil the season and 3-0 in the
league race, whipped the
University of Toledo. 20-2.
Friday
and
relumed
Saturday to hold off Miami,
4-3.
The club, coached by
former BG varsity great and
all-lime career scoring leader
Mike Baitley and ex-St.
lawmice
University star
Steve Cady, were led by
Pete
Shlpmsn
victories.

in

both

ANCHORING
the
defense in each win with
some outstanding play were
rearguards Augjc Falhner
(captain) and Bill McKay.
Jim
Harris
duties
injured

McLure and Mark
shared the goalie
in place of the
Shawn Walsh.

The club's two losses this
season were to last year's
league
champ
St. Clair
College. 3-2. and Brindalc
College (a branch of the
University of Toronto). 5-4.

Brian Laskorn led a balanced-scoring attack with 18
tallies to pace BG's junior varsity to a 82-78 victory over
Toledo's reserves. Jerry Hunter, Tony Kazanas. John
Fitzpatrick and Bruce Heldt each added double digits for
the junior wings, now 4-3.

THE
CLUB
squid
defeated St. Clair for the
first time in its history. 3-1.
earlier in the season.
The BG iccrs face off
with
the
University
of
Daylon tomoriow night in a
MCHA contest and Henry
Ford Community College
Saturday night. Both games
will follow the Falcon-St.

Evens, Lorna Miller. Lynna Heckman, Ann McKcnna
and Karen Boyle will compete against runners from

"IT WILL BE a lough meet," said BG track coach
Dave Williams. "We have a small, inexperienced
squad, but
this meet
should give
us sonic
experience."

place on the bars with a
7.06.
In
fact.
Glenn
performed well the entire
meet and was, as her coach
said, the driving force for
the Falcons.
Glenn gave a flawless

respectively. The Falcons
also
did well
in
floor
exercise as Theiesa Hoover
placed second (7.43), Robin
Howcrton
finished
third
(7.4) and May placed fifth
(6.61.

to count." Simpson said
"Because of the pressure
and the strange bars, they
didn't perform well "

The list of winners are
the. same group that will
join Shannon and Wcltle
Saturday in a triple-dual
match at Central Michigan.
Also competing will be
Oakland
University
and
ljkc Superior.
The victorious Falcons
were Jay Liles (118). Jerry
Thomas (126). Bill Frazief
(134). Joe Kosch (142).
Rick
Kopf (150). Mark
Mayer
(158).
Gerry
Leeseburg (167) and Jeff
Polhcmus (heavyweight).
AL
share
with

Lacrosse
An
organizational
meeting will be at 5
p.m.
today
in
110
Men's Gym for any
persons interested in
playing club lacrosse.
Further
information
can be obtained by
calling 372-21"2.

SALADS

352-3551

53 2 E. Wooster

SALADS
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FREE DELIVERY
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Tuesday an a takedown
with three seconds left,
"but
Ins
desire
and
determination make up for
it. He's doing very well."
I eeseburg is BG's only
unbeaten wrestler (2-0-2).

weekend.
Continuing to be BG's
biggest
surprise
is
leeseburg. Five years ago he
weighed 118 pounds, but
the senior gained weight and

DINNER SPECIAL
EVERY MON, TUES, WED
5 - 8 PM

The Domino People are Pizza
People, period.
LISTEN TO WAWR SPORTS

wrestler," Bellard said of
leeseburg,
who
won

HOURS SUM - THUR 4 PM • 1 AM
FRI - SAT 4 PM - 2 AM

DOMINO'S IS STAYING AHEAD
OF ITS COMPETITION TO BRING)
YOU SUPER WEEK. LOOK FOR IT

352-5221

is giving it all he has got in
his lasi year al BG.
"He's not the grealest

NOZAK also will
heavyweight
duties
Polhemus
this

CRUSTY'S
PIZZA
PUB

PIZZA

E.M.P.A.
352-6236

'THEY HAD about four
good kids." BG coach Bruce
Bellard
said
of
his
opposition, "and we beat
them all.
"Overall,
I'm
very
pleased." added the coach
of the 2-4 Falcons. "We
were eager and pushed them
most of the way."

I 2 other schools. They will compete in the KM) relay.
60-yard dash, mile relay, 100-meter hurdles, shot put,
high jump and long jump.

Louis
Central
Collegiate
Hockey
Association
matches in the Ice Arena.

GLENN SET BG on the
road back by capturing first

routine
on
the balance
beam, copping first place
with a 7.6, and finished
sixth in floor exercise.
BG won the beam, as
Terry Brown and Malia May
look third and fourth place
with
a
(i 53
and
6.0

really felt pressured because
they knew their scores had

BG matmen win big
Bowling Green's wrestlers

High! women from Bowling Green's Intercollegiate
track team will compete in the first mdooi track meet
of the season noon Saturday at Michigan Stale
University.

Shipman
tallied
seven
goals in Friday's romp and
hit
for
two
more
in
Saturday's outing.

"When you have fought to get even, you've got to keep
fighting on what you got there." Haley added, "and we
didn't." "At tha't time, 1 don't think we were real patient."
Cole took game honors with 20 points, while Matuszek
chipped in with 16. Harris and Hipsher scored 18 and 16
markers for BG respectively.

Women gymnasts face Kent
After a disappointing and
unexpected loss to I astern
Michigan University (EMU)
last
Saturday,
Bowling
Green's women gymnasts
arc regrouping their forces
lot the "big one"-a home
match
with
perennial
powerhouse and defending
state champion Kent State
University (KSU).
Kent State has been a
name
synonymous
with

The Howling Green club

fastbreak heave were the killers.

Follows unexpected loss to EMU

The BG Ne^J

hockey squad won a pair of
Midwest Collegiate Hockey
Association (M('IIA) games

'•WE JUST didn't play smart basketball from when we
tied it at 59," BG coach Pat Haley said.
The three turnovers were caused by forcing the issue. An
intercepted baseball pass, a charging foul and a mis-guided

1 .OO Off
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